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In this volume, a collection of his ABA Journal litigation column published between 1994 and 2011,

Jim McElhaney provides comprehensive advice on how to avoid the snares, traps, and pitfalls that

challenge every trial lawyer, veterans and novices alike. In the tradition of the first volume of

McElhaneys Litigation, Volume II covers virtually every aspect of trial practice, identifying potential

problems and offering clear, concrete techniques, tactics, and strategies. Jim McElhaney shows

you, with wit, clarity, and simplicity, how to conduct the best trial you are capable of conducting.

McElhaneys Litigation, Volume II offers techniques and strategies based on actual courtroom

experience, with multiple examples and anecdotes that illuminate, clarify, reveal, and help you be

better prepared for the pitfalls of litigation.
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Outstanding resource! I started reading this book as soon as it arrived and I was very pleased with

my purchase. This is a great resource for my law practice. I highly recommend this for litigators.

Anyone wanting to study the art of litigation, what it takes, what you must know (and avoid) needs to



read this book.

A great accelerator to a legal career.Good book for every lawyer to read. I recommend it.Easy

reading as well.

Great book for trial lawyers

Great tips

I love it

McElhaney's characters sometimes seem too contrived but when he gets into the explanations of

the law and especially evidence, the value of the book just increases. Get it if for those short

reviews and tips that you can find, especially when your done with a day of trial but you just cant let

it rest. Worth every bit of its price-- get the Trial Notebook too, another worthwhile investment

Guess I just wasn't impressed. Not bad, but nothing original. Got half way though and just scanned

the rest. Perhaps a newer edition would be better.
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